
FoSA Summer Braai 09.09.2005 
 
The day had come! After months of planning, coordinating, inviting, uninviting 
and then re-inviting it finally arrived!  
 
I am sure I don’t only speak for myself, but for all the FoSA Board Members, 
as well as everyone from the South African Embassy and all our helpers, 
when I say that I started off with a feeling of apprehension, a touch of 
nervousness which was also accompanied with excitement! With the 
proverbial “butterflies” in my stomach I said a small prayer and went off to 
work. 
 
Upon arriving at the Embassy in the afternoon, all of us were very pleasantly 
surprised to find that most of the “heavy labour” had been done. The strategic 
planning and organisation of all those concerned had fallen into place so 
perfectly that the whole system of setting up and getting ready for the biggest 
FoSA event was running smoothly…perfectly engineered! All that was left to 
do was find more suitable wine-glasses for our excellent wines. Those we had 
simply wouldn’t do, and, more tables. The power of positive thinking took over 
and with the help of modern technology networking proved its effectiveness 
yet once again. The small last minute hitches were taken care of effortlessly. 
The final touch was the weather! A late summer night filled with a warm 
relaxed balminess. Perfect. The gods were really on our side! 
 
We went over a few remaining plans once more, got a glass of whatever and 
waited for our guests to arrive. Our FoSA President, Werner Autz had pulled a 
few tricks out of his hat and one of them was arranging cosmetic “give-aways” 
which our fairer guests received upon arrival. These were generously donated 
by “Douglas” Parfumerie. It goes without saying that this gesture was 
delightfully received. And, The South African Embassy, apart from donating 
their premises, garden, hands, help and SA wine also placed the beautiful 
ethnic beaded “african girl” candle holders on the tables to be sold to raise 
funds for FoSA.  



 
And, so our first guests started trickling in. All too soon the flow picked up … 
the aroma of grilling meat filled the air and like moths to a flame the beautiful 
garden of the SA Embassy started filling up! Man did it smell good! What a 
colourful and happy atmosphere.  
 
Our guests found a spot to sit, got a plate and started some serious eating. A 
row of apron-clad hunks took charge of grilling and turning out the lamb 
steaks, South African “boerewors” (made of beef and spices) and other meats. 
To complement the meat we had a typically South African dish called “Pap” 
which is a Mais/Polenta type dish, served with a spicy onion and tomato 
sauce, South African style potato salad, delicious carrot salad, and a host of 
other tasty salads, bread rolls, beer, wine and soft drinks. Our Austrian touch 
was the delicious “Apfelstrüdel” served with custard for the sweet tooth. 
 
While being the social butterfly I heard pleasing remarks like, “you would 
never say this is lamb” or “this lamb is delicious” or “everything is so tasty” or 
“this red wine is really good” and so on and so on. My pride grew! The queue 
at the grillers never stopped. People were going back for more, our later 
guests were standing for their first round, and all the while the air was filled 
with chatter and toasting! Very festive! 
It goes without saying that there were also very important formalities in the 
programme. There were 2 speeches made, one by Mr Anderson from the SA 
Embassy, as well as one made by our FoSA President, announcing our plans, 
future events, our charities and of course the “thank-yous” to everyone who 
had been instrumental in what we could already sense was going to be a 
huge success. 
 
On to singing the South African National Anthem which was led by our very 
special guest artist, and South African singer, Ms Smiley Divinzenz.  Then the 
party really got going. To the rhythm of Africa’s heartbeat Ms Divinzenz’s 
voice filled the garden with soul and power. Another Mariam Mkeba! I had 
“goosebumps” and again heard comments of praise, awe and wonder. While 



taking a break she was alternated by the group “The Rockin 50’s”, who took 
us back in time and played very popular “golden oldies”, got feet tapping, 
hands clapping and even moved some onto the grass patch designated for 
those who felt like swinging their hips. Everyone danced, even down to the 
toddlers. To top it we also had some bagpipes blowing out “Mull of Kintyre” 
and other well known tunes just to add fling and flair to our night. 
 
And thus, with a night filled with the indigenous smells and flavours of South 
Africa and Austria, music, laughter and happy vibes, the hours slipped away 
unnoticed until it was sadly time to quieten down, even though there were 
calls for more! More! 
The Embassy is right in the middle of 19th district suburbia and so with much 
appreciation for the tolerance of our neighbours we had to call it a day. 
Everyone slowly started leaving, but we could sense reluctance. Many 
lingered, having one more glass for the road, sampling one more piece of the 
“strudel” and just finishing off comfortable conversations. 
  
We started the arduous task of cleaning up at about 1am, and got most of it 
ready for the big clean on Saturday…but I won’t go into detail about that 
because that too went quickly and easily as we were all still energised and 
excited about the success of the night before.  
 
Once again, all of us at FoSA, would like to thank everyone at the Embassy, 
for their help, time, and perfect location, and most of all to our friends and very 
important guests who came, generously supporting our charitable cause and 
for enjoying themselves so much. Without you it would not have been such a 
success! 
 
We sincerely hope we can do this again and to see you again soon at one of 
our smaller but equally important charity events. Until then! 
 
PS, even the “mossies” (mosquitoes) had a feast! 
 



      Hester Wyhlidal, FoSA Board 
Member. 


